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 Reading (20×1M=20M)
1.Read the following passage and answer the questions below.

Sonu loved the little butterfly. It was so pretty. It had brown spots on its yellow
wings. But it looked sad in Sonu’s hand. Sonu wanted it to be happy. “Go,” said Sonu,
“fly away!”. He let the butterfly go.It sat on the red rose. It flew to the peach tree and
then sailed on a lotus leaf. It flew merrily from flower to flower.
i)Who loved the little butterfly?
______________________________________________________________________
ii) Who was` so pretty?
______________________________________________________________________
iii) Which colour spots did the butterfly have?
______________________________________________________________________
iv) Who was having yellow colour wings?
______________________________________________________________________
v) Who looked sad in Sonu’s hand?
______________________________________________________________________
vi)Say whether TRUE or FALSE
a. Butterfly flew to peach tree

___________

b.Butterfly was not pretty

___________

vii) Find the opposite
a)Pretty X ____________

b. happy X _________

viii)Rearrange the following jumbled letters to make a meaningful word.
a. YLF _________

b. UTLOS ___________

ix) What is the Meaning of
a) Merrilyx)Make a sentence using the word –
a)Beautiful: _________________________________________________________
II.Read the following passage and answer the questions below:
Once upon a time , an old man planted some turnip seeds. The turnip seeds grew . The
turnip seeds grew and grew . I want to pull up the enormous turnip , said the old man
The old man pulled and pulled .But he could not pull up the enormous turnip.An old
women came . I want to pull up that enormous turnip said the old man.I will help you
said the old women .The old man and old women pulled and pulled .But they could not
pull up the enormous turnip .
A boy came . We want to pull up that enormous turnip
said the old man.I will help you said the boy .The old man and old women and the boy
pulled and pulled .But they could not pull up the enormous turnip .
A girl came . We want
to pull up that enormous turnip said the boy .I will help you said the girl .The old man
and old women boy and girl pulled and pulled .Up came the enormous turnip .
i)Who planted turnip seeds ?
______________________________________________________________________
ii)First who pulled the enormous turnip ?
______________________________________________________________________
iii) Who helped old man to pulled enormous turnip ?
______________________________________________________________________
iv) Who ate the enormous turnip ?
______________________________________________________________________
v) Write the opposite of
 Pull

-

_________

vi) What did the old man plant?
______________________________________________________________________
vii)From which lesson this passage is taken?
______________________________________________________________________
viii)why was it difficult for the old man to pull up the turnip ?
______________________________________________________________________

ix)Write the meaning of
 Enormous

-

_________

Write the opposite
a) Grow ×
Grammar
 Write past tense of the word:
21. Go 22. Tell 23 .Make two words from one word.
a) Inside__________

(15×1M=15M)

______________

b)Sunlight : __________

______________

24..Fill in the blank with the right word from the box
Flower ,

Water ,

Matches

a)A Box of ____________
b)A bunch of ___________
25.Write the other gender.
a) Man : _______________
b)Dog : _______________
26.Fill in the blanks with describing words.
a)A ________ peacock
b)A ________ board
27.Pick and write the action words.
He ate a chocolate and put the wrapper in the dustbin.
______________
28.Complete the column
One

Many

a)Carrot

- Carrots

b)Child

- ________

c)Turnip

- ________

_______________

Fill in the blanks using am/ is/ are
30.Aman _____ my friend.
31.We ______the student of 3rd std.
32.Fill in the blanks with the correct words from the bracket.
A ____________(pack/herd) of cows is grazing there.
Fill in the blanks using a or an
33. He is eating _______ orange.
34. I have ____ new ball .
35. There is _____ big tree.
Creative writing (2×5M=10M)
36.) Look at the picture and write five sentences about it.

1.________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________
4.________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________
37.Write Five lines about your favorite bird.
1.________________________________________________________________
2.________________________________________________________________
3.________________________________________________________________

4.________________________________________________________________
5.________________________________________________________________
Spellings

(15×1M=15M

38. Write the full form of
a) I’ll ______________

b. Did’t _____________

Unscramble the words given below:
39. The opposite of Pretty is ________________. ( GLYU)
40. The opposite of Good is _________________. ( DAB).
41. The opposite of asleep is ________________. ( K A W A E)
42. The opposite of Found is _________________. ( TLOS)
 Circle the word with correct spelling:
43. Littal
Litle
Little
Littla

44.Buttarfly

Buterfly

Batterfly

45. Million
Mallion
Milion
46 . Complete the pattern
a. Walk + ing = Walking
b. Eat + ing = ________
c. Speak + ing = ___________
47 . Underline and write the silent letter
Knowledge ___
Calm_______
Find and write the word which sounds the same .
48. Haul _______________
49. Tree ____________
50. Write two more words using the last letter
Son, Fun, ________ , ___________
Complete the pattern
51. Call
+ ed = called
52. Pray + ed = _________
53. Colour + ed = _________

Butterfly

Malion

Prose and Poetry
( 10×2M=20M)
 Answer the following questions:
53. Why was the little fish unhappy?
______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
54. Where was the magic garden?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
55. Where did the child finds sea shell?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
56. Who helped old man to pull the enormous turnip?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
57. To whom does the child say “Good Morning”?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
58. Name the two birds in the bird talk poem?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
59. What things does a seed need to grow?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
60. Where did the sonu first see the butterfly?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
61. What happen to the fish one day?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
62. What did the child hear?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________

